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Asset management and investment fundsAsset management and investment funds

Brexit : Delegation and UK temporary regimes

On 25 January 2019, the CSSF published a Press Release 19/05 on the delegation of investment
management/portfolio management and/or risk management activities to undertakings in the United
Kingdom ("UKUK") and the temporary permissions regime in the UK.

Delegation of management activities to undertakings in the UKDelegation of management activities to undertakings in the UK

In its press release, the CSSF confirms that it will endeavour to have the required cooperation between
the Financial Conduct Authority ("FCAFCA") and the CSSF in place on 29 March 2019 in the event of a "no-
deal" Brexit. On this basis, the delegation of investment management/portfolio management and/or risk
management to UK undertakings will continue to be possible without any disruption post-Brexit,
provided that the UK undertaking continues to fulfil all applicable delegation requirements.

On 1 February 2019, ESMA issued a press release announcing that ESMA and EU securities regulators
have agreed "no-deal Brexit Memoranda of Understanding ("MoUsMoUs")" with the FCA and reinforcing the
CSSF's position.

In particular, ESMA announced that a multilateral MoU has been adopted between the EU securities
regulators and the FCA covering supervisory cooperation, enforcement and information exchange
between individual regulators and the FCA, which will allow them to share information relating to,
amongst other things, market surveillance, investment services and asset management activities. This
allows certain activities, such as fund manager outsourcing and delegation, to continue to be carried out
by UK-based entities on behalf of counterparties based in the EEA.

The MoUs form part of the preparations should the UK leave the EU without a withdrawal agreement
and will only take effect in the event of a no-deal Brexit scenario. The MoUs are similar to those already
concluded on the exchange of information with many third-country supervisory authorities.

Operating and marketing in the UK by firms and investment funds established in LuxembourgOperating and marketing in the UK by firms and investment funds established in Luxembourg

The CSSF indicates that a temporary permissions regime ("TPRTPR") has been operating in the UK since 7
January 2019 for firms and investment funds passporting activities into the UK. Luxembourg firms and
investment funds that have notified the FCA under the TPR will be authorised to continue new and
existing regulated business within the scope of their current permissions in the UK for a limited period
after 29 March 2019 while seeking full FCA authorisation. The regime will also allow inbound marketing of
EU funds in the UK that is currently available, to continue temporarily.

Firms and funds will need to notify the FCA that they wish to use the TPR by submitting the relevant
notification before the close of business on 28 March 2019. Firms or funds that have not submitted a
notification by that date will not be able to use the TPR.

A detailed explanation of the process to be followed is provided on the FCA’s website:
https://www.fca.org.uk/brexit/temporary-permissions-regime.

Luxembourg firms and funds making use of the TPR must inform the CSSF of any notifications made
under the TPR, as soon as they have submitted their notification, by sending an email notification to:
opc@cssf.lu.
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New Luxembourg Bill of Law (in case of no-deal Brexit)New Luxembourg Bill of Law (in case of no-deal Brexit)

On 31 January 2019, the Luxembourg Government submitted Bill 7401 to the Luxembourg Parliament
regarding measures to be taken in relation to the Luxembourg financial sector, in the event that the UK
leaves the EU without a withdrawal agreement (see our Newsletter December 2018) (“no-deal Brexitno-deal Brexit”)
and in light of the initiatives at EU level and in other Member States to prepare for such a scenario. Bill
7401, which is still in the process of adoption, aims at amending various Luxembourg laws, including the
Law of 17 December 2010 on undertakings for collective investment, as amended (UCI Law) and the Law
of 12 July 2013 on alternative investment fund managers, as amended (AIFM Law).

For more information on Bill 7401, see our article "Brexit: New Luxembourg Bill of Law" in this Newsletter.

UCITS: Mutual recognition Luxembourg/Hong Kong funds

On 15 January 2019, the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission ("SFCSFC") and the CSSF signed a
Memorandum of Understanding ("MoUMoU") concerning mutual recognition of investment funds. The
conditions applicable to Hong Kong funds and their management companies wishing to access the
Luxembourg retail market are provided in a CSSF document ("CSSF streamlining requirements and
process for mutual recognition of Hong Kong funds") dated 15 January 2019.

On the same date, the SFC published a circular ("SFC Circular") which sets out the additional
requirements to be fulfilled by eligible Luxembourg UCITS funds and eligible UCITS management
companies.

The SFC Circular and the CSSF streamlining requirements and process for mutual recognition of Hong
Kong funds outline the general principles which apply in the case of mutual recognition. They outline the
eligibility conditions and the ongoing requirements (e.g. operational requirements, disclosure and
reporting requirements) which must be complied with in order for Luxembourg UCITS and Hong Kong
funds to access the Luxembourg retail market and/or the Hong Kong retail market, as applicable.

The following types of Luxembourg UCITS funds are eligible:

equity funds, bond funds, mixed funds; or

feeder funds of equity, bond or mixed funds.

As part of the Hong Kong market access requirements, eligible Luxembourg UCITS funds must appoint a
Hong Kong representative to handle dealing requests as well as enquiries from Hong Kong investors.
Eligible UCITS management companies must ensure that investors in both Luxembourg and Hong Kong
receive fair treatment, including in respect of investor protection, exercise of rights, compensation and
disclosure of information. In order to ensure investor protection and consistency with the existing Hong
Kong regime applicable to authorised retail funds, the MoU establishes a framework for the exchange of
information, regular dialogue as well as regulatory cooperation between the SFC and the CSSF in relation
to cross-border offering of eligible funds.

Depending on the practical implementation by the SFC, Luxembourg in-scope UCITS can expect fast
treatment of their file in accordance with the SFC Circular particularly if they are handled under the
"Standard Application" stream.
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Money market funds: Joint statement CSSF/Central Bank of Ireland

On 11 January 2019, the CSSF published a Joint Statement with the Central Bank of Ireland ("CBICBI") on the
treatment of share cancellation under the MMF Regulation.

In this Statement, the CBI and the CSSF indicate that as part of their supervisory strategy for the
enforcement of the MMF Regulation and with effect from 21 January 2019, they will require relevant
funds to:

provide a copy of the Joint Statement to investors and notify such investors that they are invested
in a fund which is the subject of this Joint Statement;

ensure all necessary and appropriate facilities are available for investors or prospective investors to
obtain any information they may require from the fund with respect to the subject matter of this
notice;

take such steps which in the opinion of the fund are appropriate to avoid a disorderly sale of fund
assets; and

confirm to the CBI or CSSF (as applicable) in writing by no later than 21 March 2019 that all use of
share cancellation mechanisms has ceased.

CSSF: Secure electronic transmission of documents

At the end of January 2019, the CSSF published a new circular (CSSF Circular 19/708) which extends the
obligation to transmit documents by secure electronic means to the CSSF to the following entities:

investment fund managers (e.g. alternative investment fund managers (AIFMs), management
companies, …);

SICARs (société d'investissement à risques) regulated by the Law of 15 June 2004 on SICARs;

securitisation entities regulated by the Law of 22 March 2004 on securitisation; and

pension funds regulated by the Law of 13 July 2005 on institutions for occupational retirement
provision in the form of pension savings companies with variable capital (SEPCAVs) and pension
savings associations (ASSEPs).

Circular 19/708 also details the procedures for the electronic transmission of documents to the CSSF and
includes an Annex which lists the documents to be transmitted electronically.

Register of beneficial owners: New Grand Ducal Regulation

The 4th EU AML Directive , as amended by the 5th EU AML Directive , requires each Member State of
the EU inter alia to establish registers of beneficial owners (“RBORBO”) in respect of corporate and other
legal entities incorporated within its territory.

In Luxembourg, the Law of 13 January 2019 creating a register of beneficial owners (“RBO LawRBO Law”) was

1 2
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published in the official gazette on 15 January 2019. The RBO Law enters into force on 1 March 2019 and
this date will be the start of a six-month transitional period at the end of which (i.e. end August 2019) all
in-scope Luxembourg entities (e.g. commercial companies, special limited partnerships, investment funds,
including common funds) will have to comply with the provisions of the RBO Law. More information on
the RBO Law can be found in the Newsflash "Luxembourg Law on register of beneficial owners"
published on our website.

In addition to the RBO Law, a Grand Ducal Regulation dated 15 February 2019 was published on 19
February 2019. The Grand Ducal Regulation specifies the registration methods, the administrative fees as
well as access to the information contained in the RBO.

On this last point, the Grand Ducal Regulation provides that searches will be made by name, business
name, or registration number of the entity registered with the Trade and Companies Register. However,
national authorities (as defined in Article 1 of the RBO Law) will also be entitled to initiate searches by
beneficial owner.

The Grand Ducal Regulation does not further clarify the grounds and methods for introducing a request
for restriction of access to the RBO. It merely states that requests for restriction may be made
concomitantly or after the registration.

Legal entities will be exempt from the payment of administrative registration fees until 1 September
2019.

A Circular presenting the new RBO (LBR Circular 19/01) was also issued by the Luxembourg Business
Registers, the entity managing the RBO, on 25 February 2019. This Circular is of a documentary and
explanatory nature and is intended to answer a number of questions that users of the RBO may have.

1. "44thth EU AML Directive EU AML Directive" refers to Directive 2015/849 of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the

financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing.

2. "55thth EU AML Directive EU AML Directive" refers to Directive 2018/843 of 30 May 2018 amending the 4 th EU AML Directive.

Investment fund managers: English version of CSSF Circular 18/698

An English version of Circular 18/698 is now available on the CSSF's website. As a reminder, this Circular
relates to the approval process and organisation of both UCITS management companies and AIFMs (both
together being referred to in the Circular as “Investment Fund ManagersInvestment Fund Managers”). It also contains provisions
regarding management companies subject to Chapter 16 management companies  and anti-money
laundering provisions which are applicable not only to Investment Fund Managers but also to registrar
agents.

More information on this Circular is available on our website (see our Newsflash "New CSSF Circular for
Luxembourg investment fund managers and AML requirements applicable to investment fund managers
and registrar agents").

1. "Chapter 16 management companies" refers to management companies governed by Chapter 16 of the Law

of 17 December 2010 on undertakings for collective investment, as amended.

1
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Administrative lawAdministrative law

Law on transparent and open administration

The Law of 14 September 2018 on transparent and open administration creates a right of public access
to certain documents held by public bodies. It lays down the general principles and limits on access and
aims to ensure that individuals and legal entities can exercise their right of access.

For more details regarding the Law, see the newsflash "Loi du 14 septembre 2018 relative à une
administration transparente et ouverte : Nouvelles règles d'accès aux documents administratifs"
published on our website.

Banking and financial servicesBanking and financial services

Register of beneficial owners: New Grand Ducal Regulation

The 4th EU AML Directive , as amended by the 5th EU AML Directive , requires each Member State of
the EU inter alia to establish registers of beneficial owners (“RBORBO”) in respect of corporate and other
legal entities incorporated within its territory.

In Luxembourg, the Law of 13 January 2019 creating a register of beneficial owners (“RBO LawRBO Law”) was
published in the official gazette on 15 January 2019. The RBO Law enters into force on 1 March 2019 and
this date will be the start of a six-month transitional period at the end of which (i.e. end August 2019) all
in-scope Luxembourg entities (e.g. commercial companies, special limited partnerships, investment funds,
including common funds) will have to comply with the provisions of the RBO Law. More information on
the RBO Law can be found in the Newsflash "Luxembourg Law on register of beneficial owners"
published on our website.

In addition to the RBO Law, a Grand Ducal Regulation dated 15 February 2019 was published on 19
February 2019. The Grand Ducal Regulation specifies the registration methods, the administrative fees as
well as access to the information contained in the RBO.

On this last point, the Grand Ducal Regulation provides that searches will be made by name, business
name, or registration number of the entity registered with the Trade and Companies Register. However,
national authorities (as defined in Article 1 of the RBO Law) will also be entitled to initiate searches by
beneficial owner.

The Grand Ducal Regulation does not further clarify the grounds and methods for introducing a request
for restriction of access to the RBO. It merely states that requests for restriction may be made
concomitantly or after the registration.

Legal entities will be exempt from the payment of administrative registration fees until 1 September
2019.

1 2
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A Circular presenting the new RBO (LBR Circular 19/01) was also issued by the Luxembourg Business
Registers, the entity managing the RBO, on 25 February 2019. This Circular is of a documentary and
explanatory nature and is intended to answer a number of questions that users of the RBO may have.

1. "44thth EU AML Directive EU AML Directive" refers to Directive 2015/849 of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the

financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing.

2. "55thth EU AML Directive EU AML Directive" refers to Directive 2018/843 of 30 May 2018 amending the 4 th EU AML Directive.

AML/FT in the private banking sector

On 20 December 2018, the CSSF issued Circular 18/702 (“CircularCircular”) relating to new developments
regarding the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing ("AML/FTAML/FT") in the private banking
sector.

The Circular addresses banks and professionals of the financial sector that provide services in private
banking (i.e. wealth management). Given that private banking activities show a high risk of money
laundering and terrorist financing, the CSSF has decided to give targeted guidance in order to prevent
and mitigate those risks. This Circular establishes a list of categories of clients who are most at risk; a list
of risks that cannot be mitigated and therefore need to be excluded from the practice; and a list of
mitigating measures that should be taken into account in the presence of acceptable risks.

The CSSF considers AML/FT as paramount for the reputation of the Luxembourg financial centre, given
that that reputation may easily have an impact on the financial stability of the professionals.

Finally, the Circular specifies that the CSSF will pursue its guidelines on this subject and will continue to
update its monitoring programme to ensure compliance with the AML/FT legislation.

Covered bond banks

1. General valuation principles of renewable energy assets1. General valuation principles of renewable energy assets

On 19 December 2018, the CSSF issued Circular 18/705 (“CircularCircular”) relating to the general valuation
principles, introduced by the Law of 22 June 2018, to be applied for the determination of the fair value
(“FVFV”) of renewable energy (“RERE”) assets that are eligible assets for the cover pool of covered bond banks
(“CBBCBB”).

In any event, for the CBB to remain ultimately responsible for the proper valuation of the underlying
projects, it must ensure that comprehensive and appropriate written procedures are drafted describing
the process and the policies to be applied in the context of the valuation of the assets in the cover pool.
The purpose is to implement the definition and proper valuation governance.

2. Transparency requirements2. Transparency requirements

On 19 December 2018, the CSSF issued Circular 18/706 (“CircularCircular”) relating to transparency requirements
based on Article 12-6 (2) of the Law of 22 June 2018 addressed to all banks issuing covered bonds.

The Circular specifies transparency requirements for CBB. It establishes the type of information to be
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provided and defines the procedure to be applied for the publication of the information, which has to be
published on a quarterly basis.

The Circular also points out the specific information that has to be published for cover pools, especially
relating to cover assets of mortgage-backed covered bonds; cover assets of public sector covered bonds;
cover assets of moveable property covered bonds; cover assets of mutual covered bonds; and cover
assets of renewable energy covered bonds.

A detailed list of the specific information that has to be published can be found directly in the Circular.

EU law, competition and antitrustEU law, competition and antitrust

Brexit: New Luxembourg Bill of Law

On 31 January 2019, the Luxembourg Government submitted Bill 7401 to the Luxembourg Parliament
regarding measures to be taken in relation to the Luxembourg financial sector in the case of the UK
leaving the EU without a withdrawal agreement (see our Newsletter December 2018) (“no-deal Brexitno-deal Brexit”) in
the light of the initiatives at EU level and in other Member States to prepare for such a scenario.

Considering the fact that in the event of a no-deal Brexit, UK firms of the financial sector currently
passporting services to Luxembourg (via a branch, the free provision of services or, where applicable, via
an agent) will lose access to the Luxembourg market, Bill 7401 proposes amendments to relevant
legislative texts. In essence, in order to protect Luxembourg clients/consumers and allow for an orderly
transition, a grandfathering regime of contractual arrangements existing at the date of a no-deal Brexit is
provided for a period of 21 months from that date:

for banking and investment services covered by the amended Law of 5 April 1993 on the financial
sector as well as for payment and e-money services within the context of the amended Law of 10
November 2009 on payment services, entities currently benefiting from a passport will be able to
obtain an exemption from licensing requirements from the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur
Financier (“CSSFCSSF”) regarding the execution of existing contracts, and for new contracts to the
extent that they present a close link with an existing contractual relationship (e.g. life-cycle events);

the Commissiariat aux Assurances will have the same powers as those granted to the CSSF
regarding insurance and reinsurance activities covered by the amended Law of 7 December 2015
on the insurance sector;

management companies ("UK ManCo(s)UK ManCo(s)") and AIFMs ("UK AIFM(s)UK AIFM(s)") duly authorised by the UK
financial supervisory authority prior to the date of Brexit may continue to provide services in
Luxembourg by way of establishment of a branch or on the basis of the free provision of services,
and Luxembourg UCITS and AIFs may continue to appoint a UK ManCo or a UK AIFM, as
applicable, to act as their management company or AIFM. In our opinion, this latter provision of Bill
7401 remains subject to confirmation, at least for Luxembourg UCITS, as regards its compliance
with UCITS Directive (2009/65/EC).

Bill 7401 still has to go through the regular (but accelerated) legislative process. 
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Competition Council: Recent publications

On 6 February 2019, the Competition Council ("CouncilCouncil”) published a report detailing the results of its
enquiry of the distribution sector in Luxembourg.

On the basis of meetings with the sector and questionnaires sent to Luxembourg international suppliers,
Luxembourg distributors, and importers/wholesalers, the Council examined, in particular, allegations of
discriminatory treatment of Luxembourg distributors compared to their competitors from surrounding
Member States.

The Luxembourg distribution sector generally considers that it is discriminated against in comparison to
competitors from neighbouring Member States. However, in essence, based on information provided to it,
the Council found no evidence of competition restrictions in agreements between firms at different levels
of the production and distribution chain, the so-called “vertical restraints”, in violation of competition law.
Also, the enquiry did not reveal that retail prices in Luxembourg were systematically higher than in
neighbouring countries.

In addition, the Council published its 2018 Annual Report, explaining its decision statistics and highlighting
other work carried out by the Council over the last year. Regarding case statistics, the Council explains
that, of twelve decisions rendered during 2018, seven concerned dismissals following the withdrawal of
the initial complaint. The Council particularly mentioned its decision in case 2018-FO-01 – Webtaxi (see
our Newsletter July 2018), its first individual exemption decision, a mechanism allowing it to take into
account the beneficial effects for the consumer and society of an otherwise restrictive agreement.

ICT, IP and data protectionICT, IP and data protection

Securities can legally be held through blockchains

Digital ledger technology (“DLTDLT”) and blockchains in particular could disintermediate some of the main
financial markets post-trade processes, fund distribution and the asset-servicing value chain more
generally, authors and experts say. Certain authors believe that markets would become more efficient if
the holding, clearing and settlement of securities as well as post-trade reporting were made through
blockchains. These new technologies would also provide greater transparency for regulators (including
with respect to KYC/AML) and investors and would eliminate a number of risks associated with
intermediation.

As one of the first cornerstones of the Luxembourg legal landscape in relation to DLT’s impact on the
financial sector, the Luxembourg government published a Bill of Law 7363 (“Bill of LawBill of Law”) on 27
September 2018 which was approved by Parliament on 14 February 2019 (“AmendmentAmendment”) inserting a new
Article 18bis into the amended Luxembourg Law of 1 August 2001 concerning the circulation of
securities (“2001 Law2001 Law”).

The Amendment provides additional legal certainty by expressly allowing securities to be registered and
held via secure electronic registration devices, including distributed electronic registers or databases. The
Amendment solely relates to the holding and circulation of securities and therefore does not intend to
govern online issuance of securities or ICOs for example (the issuance of securities is not the subject
matter of the 2001 Law).
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The Amendment was taken as part of Luxembourg’s efforts to promote digitalisation and the use of new
technologies, and it remains the go-to technology hub in Europe in all fields including the circulation of
securities.

For more details regarding the Bill of Law, see the article "Bill of Law 7363 was approved on 14 February
2019 – Luxembourg’s confirmation that securities can be held through DLT-like technologies, including
blockchains!" published on our website.

No-deal Brexit: Consequences on personal data transfers to the UK

On 15 January 2019, the House of Commons of the United Kingdom voted against the Withdrawal
Agreement negotiated between the UK government and the European Union in the context of Brexit.

If that no-deal Brexit scenario persists after 29 March 2019, the following consequences on transfers of
personal data to the UK will have to be taken into account.

On 30 March 2019, the UK will be considered as a “third country”, within the meaning of the EU General
Data Protection Regulation ("GDPRGDPR"), for the purposes of personal data transfers outside the European
Economic Area.

A no-deal Brexit would entail that the restrictions on transfers of personal data to third countries set out
in the GDPR will apply. In other words, transfers of personal data from businesses subject to the GDPR
to the UK will no longer be permitted, unless these businesses can rely on one of the appropriate
safeguards or derogations provided for in the GDPR.

One of these safeguards consists of adequacy decisions from the European Commission ensuring, after
due analysis, that a third country has data protection standards equivalent to those provided for under
the EU legislation. Although it would be fair to think that the UK would be granted an adequacy decision
if the analysis process was carried out, it is very unlikely that outside of a Brexit deal this could happen by
the end of March 2019. Thus, other safeguards must be considered.

Most of the other possible safeguards that exist would, in accordance with their interpretation under the
European Data Protection Board ("EDPBEDPB") guidance , be either difficult if not impossible to adopt within
such a short timeframe (e.g. binding corporate rules) or not currently available (e.g. certification
mechanisms or codes of conduct). Most of the available derogations are not satisfactory for non-
occasional transfers. Because it must, in particular, be specific and can be withdrawn at any time, consent
would also not in most of the cases be the most appropriate legal basis to allow the transfer as it is
burdensome and time consuming to gather and always at risk of being unilaterally withdrawn.

Therefore, in most cases, the soundest alternative would generally be for EU-based data exporters to
enter into Standard Data Protection Clauses (also known as EU Model Clauses) with the relevant UK
data importers.

In these times of uncertainty, EU businesses subject to the GDPR should review their personal data flows
and, if appropriate, review their situation to ensure that personal data transferred to the UK will still be
made in compliance with EU legislation in case of a no-deal Brexit.

The National Data Protection Commission in Luxembourg, the CNPD, confirmed the above in a “Brexit”
report published on their website.

1. See Guidelines 2/2018 on derogations of Article 49 under Regulation 2016/679  adopted on 25 May 2018 by

1
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the EDPB.

TaxTax

Luxembourg ratifies the MLI

On 14 February 2019, the Luxembourg Parliament adopted Bill of law 7333 approving the text of the
Multilateral Instrument ("MLIMLI") signed in June 2017.

The MLI is a comprehensive and flexible convention that allows signatory countries to implement a wide
range of tax treaty related measures deriving from OECD base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS) project.
For a detailed analysis of the choices and reservations taken by Luxembourg in this respect, see the
article "Multilateral instrument: Bill of Law" published on our website.

The MLI will enter into force three months after Luxembourg deposits its instrument of ratification with
the OECD. The MLI changes will apply, at the very earliest from 1 January 2020, to a specific Covered Tax
Agreement (CTA) with respect to withholding taxes, and generally to all other taxes (provided, in the
latter case that a company’s fiscal year coincides with the calendar year).

France ratifies the new DTT with Luxembourg

France has ratified the new tax treaty signed with Luxembourg (“DTTDTT”) last year by the Law n°2019-130
dated 25 February 2019.

The ratification process still needs to be completed by Luxembourg which should be done soon. The DTT
will then be applicable as of 1 January 2020.

For more information regarding the DTT, see our Tax Treaty News dated 20 April 2018 and the tax
section of our December Newsletter.

VAT Circular on transactions between related parties

On 19 January 2019, the Luxembourg VAT authorities published Circular 790 (“CircularCircular”) to clarify Article
28 paragraph 3 of the Law of 12 February 1979 (“VAT LawVAT Law”) on transfer pricing.

According to the Circular, the fair market value defined in Article 32 of the VAT Law will be substituted
for the fee actually charged for the good or the service supplied in the following three cases:

the fee charged is lower than the fair market value and the supplier does not have any full VAT
deduction right while the supply itself is VAT exempt; or

the fee charged is higher than the fair market value and the supplier does not have any full VAT
deduction right; or
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the fee charged is lower than the fair market value and the recipient does not have any full VAT
deduction right.

It is pointed out in the Circular that the above rules are only relevant for transactions where the general
income-based pro rata deduction method applies. For any other cases, it reiterates that the direct
allocation method must be preferred when determining the proportion of input VAT deductible as
previously set out in Circular 765 dated 15 May 2013.

Brexit VAT notice

In January 2019, the Luxembourg VAT authorities published a preparedness notice on the VAT-related
consequences of the United Kingdom (“UKUK”) withdrawal from the European Union (“EUEU”) as from 29
March 2019, in case of a “no-deal” Brexit. 

In a nutshell, the notice provides that the UK will be considered by the EU as a third country for the
application of the VAT rules on the supply of goods and services. Most specifically:

with regard to the supply of goods between Luxembourg and the UK, these transactions will be
subject to Luxembourg VAT rules on imports and exports. The Luxembourg VAT authorities also
raise the temporary but limited risk of double taxation related to ongoing movements and advises
taxpayers to move the timing of the transport of goods in order to avoid this issue. 

with regard to the supply of services between the EU and the UK, the applicable VAT treatment is
linked to the place of supply of services which is determined based on various factors. The impact
of such rules must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

Regarding VAT compliance, the reporting requirements related to the intra-EU supply of goods and
services and triangular operations still apply to the relations with the UK undertaken between 1 January
2019 and 29 March 2019.

The Luxembourg VAT authorities also recommend anticipating the UK withdrawal, in particular for
evidence purposes. It should be noted that as from 29 March 2019, taxpayers will no longer be able to
check the VAT identification number of UK customers through the EU VIES (VAT Information Exchange
System).

Regarding VAT refunds, requests for VAT paid before December 2018 should be filed as soon as possible
before the UK withdrawal. For VAT paid from 1 January 2019 to 29 March 2019 and VAT paid before for
which a refund request has not been submitted by 29 March 2019, the request must be made using
national procedures.

Nike: State aid

On 10 January 2019, the European Commission announced the opening of an in-depth State aid
investigation, focusing on transfer pricing, concerning five tax rulings issued by the Dutch tax authorities
from to 2006 to 2015, two of which are still in force. These rulings were issued to two Nike Group
companies being Nike European Operations Netherlands BV and Converse Netherlands BV.

The said companies, which are operating companies which develop, market and record the sales of Nike
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and Converse in EMEA region, have obtained licences from tax transparent Dutch Nike entities, to use
intellectual property rights with respect to Nike and Converse in consideration for tax deductible royalty
payments.

The Commission’s concern is that these royalty payments may not be made on an arm’s length basis, as
they appear higher than what independent companies would have agreed on between themselves. The
Commission therefore questioned whether the royalty payments reflect economic reality, and even more
so that the recipients of the royalties have no employees and do not carry out any economic activity.

The Commission will investigate on whether the tax rulings have unduly reduced the taxable base in the
Netherlands of Nike European Operations Netherlands BV and Converse Netherlands BV, which would
have benefited as such from illegal State aid not available to other undertakings.

For any further information please contact us or visit our website at www.elvingerhoss.lu.

The information contained herein is not intended to be a comprehensive study or to provide legal advice
and should not be treated as a substitute for specific legal advice concerning particular situations.

We undertake no responsibility to notify any change in law or practice after the date of this newsletter.
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